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Background and purpose: Emerging evidence suggests that systemic inflammation is

associated with the pathophysiological process of delayed cerebral ischemia (DCI) after

aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (aSAH). This study aimed to investigate the associa-

tion of white blood cell (WBC) count and neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) with the

occurrence of DCI in SAH patients.

Methods: A total of 122 patients diagnosed with aSAH within 72 h of onset were retro-

spectively enrolled. The count of WBC, neutrophil count (NC), and lymphocyte (LC) was

collected on admission. Computed tomography perfusion was performed within 7 days after

SAH. The occurrence of DCI was recorded during the hospitalization.

Results: Among enrolled patients, 43 (35.2%) developed DCI during hospitalization.

Patients who developed DCI had a higher count of WBC, NC, and NLR as well as

a lower count of LC. NC and NLR were independently associated with the occurrence of

DCI, while NLR was the best predictive parameter according to the receiver operating

characteristic curve. Moreover, there was a strong correlation between NLR and mean

cerebral blood flow, mean transit time and mean time to peak.

Conclusion: Leukocytosis is an early pathology of SAH, and NLR may be a practical

predictor for the occurrence of DCI in SAH patients.

Keywords: aneurismal subarachnoid hemorrhage, neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio, cerebral

blood flow, delayed cerebral ischemia

Introduction
Aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (aSAH) is a fatal subtype of hemorrhagic

stroke with an overall mortality of about 50%, and over 30% of the survivors

remain severely disabled.1 Delayed cerebral ischemia (DCI) was considered to

be the major cause of poor outcome in aSAH patients.2 However, aneurismal

rebleeding is less common now because of acute surgical repair of the

aneurysms.3 DCI is reported to occur in about 30% of aSAH cases, which is

the most important adverse prognostic factor for the poor outcome of aSAH.4

The pathophysiology of DCI includes angiographic vasospasm, microcirculatory

disturbance, microthrombosis, and abnormal vascular autoregulation.5 These

pathophysiological processes contribute eventually to the attenuated cerebral

perfusion and ischemia.
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Prediction of the occurrence of DCI is of critical value

for the evaluation of the prognosis of aSAH patients.

Many factors have been reported to be predictive for the

outcome of aSAH, including clinical scales, radiological

signs, and laboratory findings.4,6,7 Laboratory biomarkers

attracted much attention for their practicality, sensitivity,

and convenience. However, most biomarkers need special

laboratory test or collection of CSF sample which may

increase additional complications. Therefore, a sensitive

and convenient biomarker is valuable for the clinical prac-

tice in aSAH treatment.

There is increasing evidence that inflammation plays

a critical role in the pathogenesis of DCI after aSAH.

More specifically, the leukocyte endothelial interaction

has drawn much attention in the progression of

vasospasm.8 Up to 60% of aSAH patients develop

a systemic inflammatory response syndrome, including

leukocytosis and leukopenia.9 However, the relationship

between peripheral white blood cell (WBC) count and the

occurrence of DCI in aSAH remains unclear. In the present

study, the WBC count, neurotrophil count (NC), and lym-

phocyte count (LC) were collected in the acute phase of

aSAH, and the neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) was

calculated. The association between these systemic inflam-

matory parameters and the occurrence of DCI was exam-

ined, and the possible involvement of cerebral perfusion

was evaluated.

Methods
Patient population
This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the

First Affiliated Hospital of Chongqing Medical University,

in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Written

informed consent was provided by all patients or their

relatives on admission. We retrospectively identified con-

secutive patients hospitalized at the Department of

Neurosurgery of the First Affiliated Hospital of

Chongqing Medical University from January to

December 2015 for SAH caused by intracranial aneurysm

rupture. Existence of SAH was determined on admission

by computed tomography (CT) scan. The intracranial

aneurysms were identified by CT angiography (CTA) or

digital subtraction angiography (DSA). Patients with trau-

matic SAH, recent infectious diseases, prior neurological

conditions, including ischemic stroke, hemorrhagic stroke,

or brain trauma were excluded from this study. Early

treatment of ruptured aneurysms was performed by

surgical clipping or endovascular coiling according to an

interdisciplinary decision-making process. All enrolled

patients received standard medical treatment including

intravenous nimodipine on admission and triple-H therapy

after occlusion of the intracranial aneurysms.

Clinical assessment
The baseline characteristics of all patients were collected

on admission. The severity of SAH was determined by

Hunt and Hess grade (HH grade). The clinical severity was

divided into good grade (with the HH grades I – III) and

poor grade (with the HH grades IV–V) according to the

HH grade on admission. The bleeding extent was deter-

mined by modified Fisher grade which was divided into

low grade (with Fisher grades I–II) and high grade (with

Fisher grades III–IV). Total WBC, NC, and LC were

collected, and the NLR was calculated based on the admis-

sion blood work within 72 hr after SAH onset. Other

clinical features of all patients were collected including

time-to-admission, hypertension, diabetes, smoking,

aneurysm location (anterior circulation or posterior circu-

lation), and development of hydrocephalus. The outcome

measure was the occurrence of DCI diagnosed according

to the previous report.10 Briefly, DCI was defined as the

occurrence of focal impairment or a decrease in at least

2 points on the Glasgow Coma Scale, which cannot be

attributed to other causes by means of clinical assessment,

imaging, and appropriate laboratory studies.

Cerebral perfusion assessment
All included patients received CT perfusion (CTP) scan

before surgical or interventional treatment. Imaging was

performed on a 64 slice CT scanner (GE Light speed

VCT). An ROI was drawn in the cortical gray matter

corresponding to the vascular territories for the anterior

cerebral artery, middle cerebral artery, and posterior cere-

bral artery for each of the right and left hemisphere.11 The

mean cerebral blood flow (mCBF), mean cerebral blood

volume (mCBV), mean transit time (MTT), and mean time

to peak (mTTP) were obtained according to measurements

of all ROIs.

Statistics
Values were presented as mean ± SD or number (%) of

subjects. Comparisons were made through Student t-test or

χ2 test. Variables were subjected to univariate and multi-

variate analysis by logistic regression. Adjustment was

made on the baseline characteristics (eg, age, sex,
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Hunt–Hess grade, hydrocephalus, hypertension, etc.). The

receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was

undertaken to evaluate the predictive ability of WBC,

NC, LC, and NLR. Spearman correlation was used to

analyze the correlation between NLR and mCBF, mCBV,

MTT, and mTTP. Difference was considered as significant

when P<0.05. All statistical analysis was performed using

SPSS 19.0 software (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

Results
Baseline information on patients
According to the exclusion criteria, 102 patients were

excluded from the final analysis. A total of 122 patients

were included in the study. The mean age of the partici-

pants was 55.3±10.6 years (ranging from 34 to 80), and

39.3% were male. Forty-three (35.2%) of these patients

developed DCI during hospitalization (Table 1). Patients

who were more likely to develop DCI tend to be male in

gender, in higher clinical grade (HH grade and Fisher

grade), and accompanying hydrocephalus (P<0.05). No

difference was found in age, time-to-admission, hyperten-

sion, diabetes, and smoking between DCI and non-DCI

patients. We further investigated the initial laboratory find-

ings. The results showed that patients who developed DCI

had a higher WBC count, NC, and NLR. However, no

difference was found in LC between DCI and non-DCI

patients (P=0.074).

The association of WBC, NC, LC, NLR,

and DCI
Multivariate logistic regression analysis indicated that

WBC, NC, and NLR were associated with the occurrence

of DCI (P<0.001). However, LC was not associated with

DCI (P=0.077). With the adjustment of baseline character-

istics, including sex, age, HH grade, hydrocephalus, and

hypertension, the NC and NLR remained significantly asso-

ciated with the occurrence of DCI (P=0.022 and P=0.002,

respectively), whereas WBC count was not associated with

the occurrence of DCI after adjustment (P=0.056) (Table 2).

To further investigate the values of the abnormality of

WBC, NC, LC, and NLR in predicting the occurrence of

DCI, a higher WBC count, higher NC, and lower LC were

classified according to the normal references.12 The results

showed that higher WBC count and lower LC were asso-

ciated with the occurrence of DCI (P<0.001 and P=0.043,

respectively), whereas only higher WBC was exhibited to

be associated with DCI after adjustment with baseline

characteristics (P=0.013) (Table 3).

Table 1 Baseline characteristics according to the prevalence of DCI

Total (n=122) DCI (n=43) non-DCI (n=79) P-value

Demographics

Sex (male) 48 (39.3) 26 (60.5) 22 (27.8) <0.001

Age (years) 55.3 (10.6) 55.0 (10.8) 55.5 (10.6) 0.789

Clinical feature

Time-to-admission (hrs) 39.5 (18.6) 37.8 (19.9) 40.6 (17.8) 0.502

High grade

(HH grades IV–V)

24 (19.7) 20 (46.5) 4 (5.1) <0.001

Massive hemorrhage (Fisher grades III–IV) 109 (89.3) 43 (100) 65 (82.3) 0.008

Hydrocephalus 14(11.5) 11 (25.6) 3 (3.8) <0.001

Hypertension 52 (42.6) 22 (51.2) 30 (38.0) 0.159

Diabetes 6(4.9) 1(2.3) 5(6.3) 0.59

Smoker 37(30.3) 17(39.5) 20(25.3) 0.103

Aneurysm location (posterior circulation) 11(9) 3 (7.0) 8 (10.1) 0.803

Initial laboratories

WBC count (×109/L) 11.3 (4.2) 13.2 (4.8) 10.3 (3.4) <0.001

NC (×109/L) 9.5 (4.0) 11.5 (4.5) 8.5 (3.3) <0.001

LC (×109/L) 1.1 (0.54) 1.0 (0.64) 1.2 (0.48) 0.074

NLR 10.7 (8.2) 14.8 (10.7) 8.4 (5.3) <0.001

Notes: Data were expressed as mean (SD) for continuous variables and n (%) for categorical variables. High grade was defined as HH grades IV–V. Massive hemorrhage was

defined as Fisher grades III–IV.

Abbreviations: DCI, delayed cerebral ischemia; HH Grade, Hunt–Hess Grade; WBC, white blood cell; NC, neutrophil count; LC, lymphocyte count; NLR,

neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio.
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Efficacy of NLR and its relation to CTP

parameters
The ROC analysis showed that NLR was the best predicting

variable which possessed the largest area under the curve

(AUC) (AUC =0.722). The best predictive cutoff value of

NLR was 11.47. The sensitivity and specificity of NLR were

58.1% and 82.3%, respectively, for predicting DCI

(Figure 1A). All patients received early CTP assessment

(72.6 hr after onset on average) before surgical treatment.

Spearman correlation analysis of NLR and CTP parameters

(mCBF, mCBV, MTT, and mTTP) implicated its potential

influence on cerebral perfusion. There was a strong negative

correlation between NLR and mCBF (P=0.001), and

a positive correlation between NLR and MTT (P<0.001),

mTTP (P=0.031) was observed. However, no correlation

was found between NLR and mCBV (P=0.198) (Figure

1B). The associations between CTP parameters and DCI

were also analyzed (Figure 1C showing the CT, CTA, and

CTP images of an aSAH patient). All CTP parameters exhib-

ited an association with DCI in univariate regression, while

mCBF, MTT, and mTTP showed association with DCI after

adjustment with baseline characteristics (Table 4).

Discussion
The main findings of this study include (1) aSAH induced

a systemic inflammatory response characterized by

leukocytosis and lymphopenia in the early phase. (2) NC and

NLR on admission were independently associated with the

occurrence of DCI in aSAH patients. (3) NLR was correlated

with cerebral perfusion in the early phase of aSAH, indicating

a potential correlation between inflammatory response and

cerebral perfusion after aSAH. As a systemic inflammatory

marker, WBC count increase is a characteristic acute phase

response after SAH.5 Growing evidence supports that inflam-

mation plays important roles in DCI after SAH.13 Elevation of

WBC count has been proved to be associated with poor out-

comes and increased risk of symptomatic vasospasm.14

Different subtypes of WBC may exert different effects in

acute neurovascular diseases. Neutrophils, macrophages, and

monocytes are the major effector cells of the acute inflamma-

tory reaction. In the present study, we observed that NC

elevated evidently within 72 hr after aSAH. The neutrophil

increase reflects the degree of tissue inflammation and the

severity of hemorrhagic irritation, which may be the basis of

the prediction of DCI by systemic inflammatory indicators.

Besides angiographic vasospasm, DCI involves compli-

cated pathophysiology, including microcirculatory constric-

tion, microthrombosis, cortical ischemia, and spreading

depolarization.5 Leukocytes are involved in the development

of these processes which eventually induce dysfunction of

microcirculation of the brain. It is reported that neutrophils

infiltrate in the brain tissue as early as 10 mins after hemor-

rhage in an experimental model of SAH, and inhibition of

Table 2 Logistic regression analysis according to the occurrence of DCI

Independent
variable

Unadjusted Adjusted

OR (95% CI) P-value OR (95% CI) P-value

WBC count 1.19(1.08–1.32) <0.001 1.17(1.00–1.37) 0.056

NC 1.22(1.10–1.36) <0.001 1.22(1.03–1.45) 0.022

LC 0.48(0.22–1.08) 0.077 0.37(0.11–1.21) 0.100

NLR 1.13(1.06–1.20) <0.001 1.16(1.05–1.27) 0.002

Note: Variables were adjusted by baseline characteristics including sex, age, Hunt–Hess grade, hydrocephalus, and hypertension.

Abbreviations: DCI, delayed cerebral ischemia; WBC, white blood cell; NC, neutrophil count; LC, lymphocyte count; NLR,neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio.

Table 3 WBC count in predicting the occurrence of DCI

Independent
variable

Unadjusted Adjusted

OR (95% CI) P-value OR (95% CI) P-value

Higher WBC count 4.67(2.11–10.32) <0.001 4.38(1,37–13.96) 0.013

Higher NC 3.16(1.34–7.46) 0.01 2.86(0.858–9.56) 0.087

Lower LC 2.93(1.02–8.42) 0.043 2.22(0.53–9.32) 0.275

Notes: Higher WBC count was defined as WBC >11.5×109/L. Higher NC count was defined as NC >7.5×109/L. Lower LC count was defined as LC <1.5×109/L. Variables

were adjusted by baseline characteristics including sex, age, Hunt–Hess grade, hydrocephalus, and hypertension.

Abbreviations: DCI, delayed cerebral ischemia; WBC, white blood cell; NC, neutrophil count; LC, lymphocyte count.
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neutrophil infiltration attenuates vascular injury and increases

survival.15 Moreover, NLR is reported to be a prognostic mar-

ker in acute ischemic stroke.16 The accumulation of neutro-

phils attenuates the microvascular perfusion, and recruited

neutrophils cause the release of inflammatory mediators

which induces vascular injury.17,18 AsDCI shares the common

pathological process of perfusion deficit with acute cerebral

ischemia, the underlyingmechanismsmay explain the value of
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Figure 1 ROC analysis for the prediction of DCI and the correlation between NLR and CTP parameters. (A) The curve showed the predictive values of WBC, NC, LC, and

NLR for the occurrence of DCI. The AUC of WBC, NC, LC, and NLR was 0.688 (P=0.001), 0.708 ( P<0.001), 0.639 (P=0.011), and 0.722 (P<0.001), respectively. (B) NLR

was significantly correlated with mCBF (ρ = −0.290, P=0.001), MTT (ρ =0.340, P<0.001), and mTTP (ρ =0.196, P=0.031). No correlation was found between NLR and mCBV

(ρ =−0.117, P=0.198). (C) A case of aSAH diagnosed by brain CT scan. CTA showed a right PcomA aneurysm. CTP was performed 4 days after SAH showing a decrease of

CBF and CBV and a prolonged MTT and TTP of the right hemisphere.

Abbreviations: ROC, receiver operating characteristic curve; DCI, delayed cerebral ischemia; WBC, white blood cell; NC, neutrophil count; LC, lymphocyte count; NLR,

neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio; AUC, area under the curve; CBF, cerebral blood flow; CBV, cerebral blood volume; MTT, mean transit time; TTP, time to peak.

Table 4 CTP parameters in predicting the occurrence of DCI

Independent
variable

Unadjusted Adjusted

OR (95% CI) P-value OR (95% CI) P-value

mCBF 0.70(0.61–0.79) <0.001 0.75(0.63–0.89) 0.001

mCBV 0.15 (0.05–0.44) <0.001 0.53(0.12–2.35) 0.405

MTT

mTTP

2.85(1.98–4.11)

1.80(1.33–2.44)

<0.001

<0.001

2.85(1.69–4.81)

1.67(1.04–2.70)

<0.001

0.036

Note: Variables were adjusted by baseline characteristics including sex, age, Hunt–Hess grade, hydrocephalus, and hypertension.

Abbreviations: DCI, delayed cerebral ischemia; mCBF, mean cerebral blood flow; mCBV, mean cerebral blood volume; MTT, mean transit time; mTTP, mean time to peak.
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NLR for the prediction of DCI in aSAH. In the present study,

we observed an early increase of neutrophils that were inde-

pendently associated with the occurrence of DCI, indicating

the inflammatory influence of neutrophils on the vascular

homeostasis. On the other hand, in spite of no predictive

value for DCI, a decrease in lymphocytes was observed.

However, it is reported that SAH induces lymphocytopenia

and immunological impairment of lymphocyte functions,

which may be associated with infectious complications in

SAH.19 As lymphocytes are the primary mediator of chronic

inflammation, they were usually found to decrease in the acute

phase and then elevated after the increase in neutrophils.

Therefore, long-term monitoring of the quantity and function

of these cells may be beneficial in predicting outcomes of

aSAH. NLR involving both characteristics of neutrophils and

lymphocytes may be a more comprehensive and stable para-

meter for the prediction of DCI.

CTP is a noninvasive tool for diagnosing cerebral vasos-

pasm. Instead of detecting the areas of arterial narrowing as

CTAandDSAwork,CTPprovides direct visualization of brain

tissue perfusion. Early CTP evaluation (on day 3) is reported to

be reliable for the identification of risk for DCI.20 Although

earlier CTP is valueless in predicting DCI, a wider time win-

dow of 4–14 days after SAH for CTP exam is valuable for the

diagnosis of DCI.21 Moreover, CBF is more sensitive than

CBV in the prediction of DCI in the early phase of SAH.6

Our findings indicated a strong correlation between NLR and

CTP parameters, including CBF, MTT, and TTP rather than

CBV within 7 days, which may be due to a more sensitive

reflection of these parameters for cerebral perfusion in the early

stage of aSAH in which cerebral vasospasm has not yet influ-

encedCBV.Thismay imply the fact that the predictive value of

NLR may rely on its correlation to the condition of cerebral

perfusion. Our results showed that CTP parameters were the

predictors for DCI, and mCBF, MTT, and mTTP were the

independent factors. However, compared to CTP, NLR is

routinely accessible and cost-effective, making it a practical

parameter for the prediction of DCI after aSAH.

Several limitations should be taken into consideration

when interpreting our findings. Firstly, a relatively small

sample size and retrospective design may attenuate the

strength of the conclusions. Secondly, WBC count was col-

lected on admission. Therefore, dynamic monitoring of leu-

kocyte change would be more valuable as aforementioned.

Thirdly, other inflammatory indicators such as C-reactive

protein were not provided as a control of nonspecific inflam-

matory parameter.

In conclusion, leukocytosis is an early pathology of

aSAH. NLR on admission may be a potential marker for

the prediction of DCI after aSAH. Correlation of NLR and

cerebral perfusion may account for the value of NLR for

predicting DCI. Further investigation is needed for better

understanding of the dynamic changes of WBC count and

cerebral perfusion after aSAH.
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